
STATS:
• only 9% of Hollywood directors in 2008 were women - this was the same 

percentage in 1998 -  (San Diego State University)
• Bigelow was the fourth woman to ever been nominated for Best Director - out of 

over 400 director nominations since 1927
• women now make up around 34% of directing students in Britain - 

(Skillset)
• IndieWire - of the 241 films that had grossed $100million or more in the 

US over the last 10 years (2010-2000), only 7 were directed by women:
• LSFF programmes - women directed 40% of new shorts in the festival 
• major Hollywood feature films - 5% of directors are women
• Sundance feature films - 22% of directors are women
• DUK worried that the amount of women directors in dramas hasn’t 

increased for 20 years
• University of California - % of women directing features has fallen from 

9% to 5% in the last 10 years
• in the last five years, five little movies aimed at women have earned over $1.6bn
• UK independent films released in the UK 2010-2012 - % of female writers: 

- All UK indie films - 16.1% - a level that the BFI state is similar to the levels 
observed over the past 15 years]

• Of the 45 directors of UK-USA studio titles in 2010-2012, only three 
had female directors - Sarah Smith (Arthur Christmas), Susanna White 
(Nanny McPhee) and Lone Scherfig (One Day)

• 2012 - USA - women made up 18% of directors, exec producers, producers, 
writers, cinematographer, and editors working on the top 250 domestic grossing 
films

• women directors alone accounted just 9%
• none of the dominant superhero films are directed by women
• within the seam of superhero films this summer (2012), there are only 2 films with 

women leads being distributed by the major studios - The Heat + City of Bones
• HOWEVER, neither of the movies being released by the studios is directed by a 

woman
• Fandor infographic:
• 2002-2012 - 23.9% of directors at Sundance have been women
• 2002-2012 - 4.4% of directors across the top 100 box office films have been women

• 1998 - women made up 9% of directors in Hollywood
• 2010 - 7%
• 2011 - 5%
• Women direct more documentaries than narrative films:

- 34.5% documentaries
- 16.9% narrative films

• women directors were nominated for an Oscar 4 times in 85 years



• only 41 women have made films in the top 100 released films every year across the 
decade, compared to 625 men

• 10.6% increase in female characters on screen observed when a woman is directing
• 8.7% increase when female screenwriter is attached
• women purchase half of the movie tickets sold in the US
• 5:1 ratio of men working on films to women
• % of women and men employed behind the scenes on top 250 films of 2012:

- Directors - 9%
- Writers - 15%
- Exec Producers - 17%
- Producers - 25%
- Editors - 20%
- Cinematographers - 2% 

• 2011-2012 - number of exec. producers, editors and cinematographers has fallen
• 2013 - top 10 highest paid actresses made a collective $181 million Vs. $465 

made by the top ten male actors
• 2013 - highest paid female actor, Angelina Jolie, made $33 million - roughly same 

amount as the two lowest-ranked men 
• median age of highest female earners: 34.8
• median age of highest male earners: 46.5 
• of the 16 biggest paychecks earned by actors per film, not a single one was earned by 

a female actor
• 2013 Oscars - 140 men nominated, 35 women nominated
• in 85 years - only 7 women producers have won an Oscar
• only 8 won have won the award for best original screenplay in 73 years
• only 8 have won for BEst adapted screenplay in 85 years
• 77% of Oscar voters are male
• since 2000 - average age of best actress winners has been 36 compared to 44 men



Possible Reasons for lack:
- Hollywood execs are lead by money and sex = only interested in 

pretty girls = excludes anyone out of small circle of privilege
- women promoting themselves can be seen as un-feminine
- fewer women at the top = fewer female role models + mentors
- lack of female filmmakers also seems to have made it difficult for studios 

to imagine women in charge
- Unless something has worked in the past, it’s very rare that people will 

take a risk.
- traditionally it’s a man’s role
- biggest budget films tend to be aimed at teenage boys - women expected 

not to be able to cope with this
- execs often seem perplexed by films with female themes
- Author -  when the maj of people in power are male, who are they 

going to relate to most on screen, and who do they think other people 
are going to relate to?
- Beeban Kidron - argues that the question of who brings up the kids 

has a material effect on all women’s careers
- .trying to have children and being a film director is virtually 

impossible unless you’re rich
- mix of sexism, cultural differences between men and women, and 

maternity issues
- at the top of the industry I think there’s still a resistance towards new 

female talent. There’s a dominance of male directors and producers, 
and has been for some time.”
- some have suggested the small number of women can be blamed on a 

lack of confidence in women on the part of investors
- others have suggested that the business culture of mainstream film 

doesn’t allow for people taking time out to have a family
- others suggest that the film industry simply doesn’t consider stories 

told by women to be interesting or commercial 
- links these reasons to the fact that many female filmmakers choose to 

stay clear from the mainstream industry
- Alice Lowe -  much harder for female filmmakers starting out in the 

industry because they need a mentor who’s similar to them but there 
are too few female directors out there to provide that
• Naomi Foner: believes that society has yet to catch up with laws about 

discrimination + the culture still undermines women
• Jodie foster - “I think it’s psychology...it’s almost like race 

psychology...where you have a group of people with an incredibly risky 



job, there’s a lot of money on the line, and there’s corporate 
concerns, there’s financiers...and they want to be the most risk 
adverse they possibly can...

• “and for some reason, in our culture, women represent some kind of 
creative risk where [Hollywood] are scared that they won’t get their 
money back...and that includes female producers and executives of 
which there are very many, there are lots now”

• Melissa Silverstein - they don’t trust the vision of a woman to direct; they don’t 
trust that people want to see our stories

• there’s a prevailing sense that male stories are universal, for everyone, and that 
women\s stories are just for women

• = the message is loud and clear - these are the movies that matter - not only to 
Hollywood but increasingly to the world - now that the international box office now 
accounts for almost 70%

• ongoing perception is that women will go see movies about men and 
that men won’t go see stories about women

•  if you fail, the entire gender is blamed - but if you are a success you can’t 
get a sequel made because women’s successes are still seen as 
flukes



‘Natural’ reasons:
• author mentions suggestion that there are less women at the top 

because women are brought up to negotiate in very different ways 
from men - problematic in a male dominated environment

• Kate Kinninmont of WFTV - she’s noticed whilst “women are brilliant at 
pitching somebody else, they’re not often good at pitching themselves

• Antonia Bird - another problem - 90% of the time, the people who pitch 
your idea to are male - they look at the world from a different 
perspective

• author - problems facing female directors are structural and systemic, a 
tangled mix of sexism, cultural differences between men and 
women, and maternity issues

• some have suggested the small number of women can be blamed on a 
lack of confidence in women - on their own account 

• Filmmaker Carol Morley believes its ideologically and politically 
important for women to make films because they offer a different 
perspective

• “We have all kinds of legal equality, but I’m not sure that inside our 
personal lives we have quite achieved the emotional equality.”

• “One of the reasons it may have taken me 30 years [to direct a film] is 
because I also felt incredibly responsible for my kids”

• she feels that women are more prone to being self-critical and lacking 
in confidence



Counter:
• the lack of women directors used to be linked to the small numbers of 

women entering film school - HOWEVER - now women are well 
represented in US film schools 

• Lauzen - Women@the Box Office study - found that key to big grosses 
wasn’t the gender of the filmmaker, but the budget - “when women 
and men have similar budgets, the resulting box office grosses are also 
similar” = reveals that women filmmakers aren’t a bigger financial risk

• Lauzen, Kinninmont and Coolidge argue that female film careers aren’t 
interrupted by motherhood 

• Fran Broadhurst - member of directing & writing duo Mathy & Fran - 
“there’s a lot of support currently available for female directors at the 
shorts...I work in a male/female directing partnership, so have been able 
to see it from both sides...there are far more opportunities that present 
themselves to me than to my male co-director”

• Muriel D’Ansembourg, short filmmaker, is very surprised by how few 
female filmmakers there are as there is a huge amount of female 
talent coming out of film schools

• Alice Lowe references the positives - the lack means female filmmakers 
carry and edginess - their work is often anticipated as new, exciting 
and “kind of taboo”. 

• Alice Lowe believes that people’s attitudes will change overtime
• there has been an increase in documentary directors but most are 

below the age of 35
• Meryl Streep - fellow oscar winner - said Hollywood was not paying 

enough attention to the box-office clout which female-oriented films 
can muster 

• Streep suggests that the US film industry’s failure to recruit female 
visionaries was one of the reasons for the huge losses racked up by 
movies such as John Carter

• Streep: women constitute “7-10% of directors, producers, writers and 
cinematographers in any given year...this is in spite of the fact that in the 
last five years, five little movies aimed at women have earned over 
$1.6bn: The Help, Iron Lady, Bridesmaids, Mamma Mia! and The Devil 
Wears Prada...they cost a fraction of what the big tent-pole failures 
cost...It cost $14m to make it and brought in $114m. Pure profit! So 
why? Why? Don’t they want the money?”

• Top 20 UK indie films - 37% = significant jump
• female screenwriters appear to have made a breakthrough over the 

last 3 years



• all UK indie films - 11.4%<----- proof that it’s not much better in the 
indie circuit 

• Andrea Arnold: “I don’t feel discriminated against particularly as a 
women writer”

• “there’s always been a good chunk of female directors in 
Europe...that’s not really been Europe’s problem as much as it has 
been the United States’ ”

• “we also have a really good chunk in the independent industry”
• “that’s changing I think, that’s changing with every Kathryn Bigelow 

for the Hurt Locker, with every advance in that arena...but it’s interesting 
of course that the first female director that’s been acknowledged by 
the Oscars is in a male genre

• the success of Bridesmaids in 2011 helped diminish the case slightly as 
did The Hunger Games in 2012

• despite the Stats, there are women breaking through all across 
Hollywood - there are women decision makers at all levels of the 
business - Amy Pascal has been successful at the head of Sony for 
several years

• a new person team was recently elected to run Warner Bros and one 
member was a woman

• whilst there are still not enough women directed films at the top tier 
festivals - 2012’s Sundance had parity in both the US documentary 
and feature competitions

• 2011-2012 - number of female directors, writers and producers have 
increased, but usually by only 1%



Effects:
• another problem - because there are so few movies about women, the 

ones that are released are held up to absurd scrutiny
• when we don’t see women, and we don’t see women’s stories, we 

get the message that women don’t matter as much, that they’re 
stories don’t count, that they’re experiences are less valid 


